Simulating the Principal-Agent Relationship between Enterprise Owners and Professional Managers Using Evolutionary Game Theory and System Dynamics
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The separation of ownership and management is a common operation mode in modern enterprises, which establishes the principal-agent relationship between modern enterprise owners and professional managers. Due to the information asymmetry and interest conflicts between the principal and agent, the principal-agent problem will occur and affect the efficiency of enterprise operations. Therefore, it is necessary to propose measures to improve the principal-agent relationship. This paper analyzed the principal-agent problem between enterprise owners and professional managers based on system dynamics, evolutionary game, and principal-agent theory and built a principal-agent evolutionary game model to analyze the rule of strategic choices and predict the equilibrium outcomes of different scenarios. In addition, the influence of different factors on strategic choices was simulated by the system dynamics model. The results depicted that the basic benefits and costs of cooperation are the key factors of the strategic choices, and the gap between the expected payoffs of different strategies also affects the probability of choosing those cooperative strategies. Proper supervision, standardization of the managerial labor market, and establishment of long-term incentives are crucial to cooperation between enterprise owners and professional managers.

1. Introduction

In the modern economic market, the sustained, stable, and healthy development of enterprises is closely related to the national economy and people’s livelihood. In order to adapt to the increasingly complex market environment, the enterprise owners introduce professional managers and use their mature management experience to provide support for the enterprise’s operation [1, 2]. However, the quality of professional managers varies greatly in the managerial labor market, cases of failure in the employment of professional managers by enterprises occur constantly, and agency problems cause the development of enterprises to fall into deadlocks [3, 4]. Due to the different interest demands and asymmetric information, professional managers may take speculative behavior against the intention of the principal, causing the agency problem of moral hazard [5]. Hence, it is a major theoretical and practical issue facing the sustainable development of modern enterprises to improve the principal-agent relationship of enterprises and realize a win-win cooperation between both parties. To solve the agency problem, many scholars researched it mainly based on the principal-agent model, experimental simulation, and game model where these studies have important reference significance for the research of the principal-agent relationship.

First, since the principal-agent theory has developed into a mature theoretical system, using its theoretical model can intuitively reflect the respective utility functions of both parties and find the optimal solution to maximize the utility. Many scholars constructed and applied different principal-agent models to solve the problem of information asymmetry in the principal-agent relationship. There are three
basic models applied to the principal-agent problem [6]: The first one is the state-space formulation method, which is proposed by Wilson [7] and further improved by Spence and Zeckhauser [8] and Ross [9]. The second one is the parameterized distribution formulation method originally constructed by Mirrless [10] and developed by Holmstrom [11], which is widely used and has become a standardized approach [12]. The third one is the general distribution formulation method proposed by Gilboa and Schmeidler [13], which clearly describes the model without a complex explanation of the agent's actions and costs. With the continuous development of information economics, the principal-agent model has gradually been developed. Rasul and Sonderegger [14] introduced external transaction factors, combined with the principal-agent model to analyze the agent’s external transaction selections. Silvers [15] and Helm and Wirl [16] established a principal-agent model with moral hazard and discussed the contractual issues in the principal-agent problem of asymmetric and public information. Bichler and Paulsen [17] and Ügurlu [18] explored the incentive problem through the development of a model with the assumption that the principal and agent are risk-averse. Chaney [19] examined the principal-agent cooperative relationship and proposed how to establish effective incentive contracts from the perspective of principal-agent theory. Schosser [20], Sun et al. [21], and Chang [22] found that designing the optimal incentive contract is the key to resolve the conflicts of interest between principal and agent. Wang et al. [23] proposed to introduce the time preference into the principal-agent model which provided useful references for solving the agency problem.

Second, the experimental simulation method can adjust the procedures according to the performance characteristics of the participants, thereby obtaining a more precise and concise result [24]. Many scholars have used experimental simulations to examine the factors motivating managers to work conscientiously and explore the optimal contract for principal-agent. Keser [25] studied behaviors in a principal-agent situation with moral hazard and evaluated the effect of principal-agent theory on the relationship. Leopold-Wildburger and Mietek [26] discussed the impact of information asymmetry on compensation and explored the relationship between salary incentives and the degree of effort of the agent. Corgnet et al. [27] constructed a principal-agent model with reference-related utility and proved that the labor contract with weak monetary incentives and wage-independent goals is necessary to solve the principal-agent problem. Flannery and Roberts [28] found that non-monotonic contracts with incentives are more conducive to resolving the principal-agent problem. Rubin and Sheremeta [29] and Rud et al. [30] discussed the influence of competition on the moral hazard in the principal-agent relationship and pointed out the role of managerial labor market on personal incentives and equilibrium results.

Third, since the principal and agent are rational decision-makers, both parties will make beneficial strategic choices to maximize their payoffs and balance the interests of other stakeholders. Game theory can explore the characteristics and rules of the behavior selection of stakeholders [31]. Therefore, it is widely used to analyze principal-agent problems. Gong et al. [32] and Azar and Micali [33] constructed the principal-agent game model under the conditions of symmetric and asymmetric information and clarified the design principles of the incentive mechanism through the analysis of the optimal solution. Kellner [34] introduced the ambiguity aversion into the principal-agent model and studied the effective incentives of managers, which provided references for enterprises to design the incentive mechanism. Páez-Pérez and Sánchez-Silva [35] and Kadan et al. [36] studied the mechanism of manager’s speculative behaviors based on the game model and suggested that owners should improve the efficiency of supervision to restrain improper behavior. Ni et al. [37] used the game model to analyze the influence of incentives on principal-agent contracts and game equilibrium.

Most of these past studies focused on analyzing the causes of principal-agent problem, the role of transaction cost and risk preference, and proposing to establish an incentive mechanism to restrain the behavior of both parties. However, the root cause of the principal-agent problem is the contradiction between the principal and agent due to the difference of interest preference under asymmetric information; the following characteristics and factors need to be considered when studying the principal-agent relationship. In the cooperation and competition of modern enterprises, the two parties involved in the principal-agent relationship are different groups and play different roles in the operation of companies. There are obvious differences in the interests of the two parties in many aspects such as ownership of property rights and responsibilities where both parties involved making strategic choices based on the principle of maximizing their benefits leading to conflicts [38]. Furthermore, the asymmetric information and the limited rationality of participants caused by the complexity of the principal-agent relationship are obvious as both parties involved in the game are bounded rational stakeholders and cannot collect complete information [39]. The two parties involved in the game will adjust their strategic choices, which is a process of dynamic and constant change. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the trend and rule of strategic choices of both parties during the decision-making process, and evolutionary games as a natural study approach could apply to analyze the behavior change of the principals and agents involved over time.

Moreover, it is very important to analyze the dynamic evolution process of principal-agent relationship from the quantitative perspective to improve the management efficiency. System dynamics is a computer simulation method for studying information feedback loops of complex systems. Not only can it properly describe the complicated issue of the principal-agent relationship, but it also can provide a comprehensive structure to simulate the strategy choices among different stakeholders. Therefore, it can be applied to understand principal-agent relationship and provide a comprehensive structure to simulate the interesting conflicts between enterprise owners and professional managers.

Therefore, based on the assumption of bounded rationality and asymmetric information, the authors take the
conflicts of interests between the two parties of the game as the focus, introduce the principal-agent payoff into the game analysis process, and construct an asymmetric 2 × 2 dynamic evolutionary game model to find out the behavior evolution path of enterprise owners and professional managers. Through the dynamic evolutionary game analysis of the principal-agent relationship, the authors describe the behavioral decision-making and reaction strategies, analyze the rules of mutual restriction and interaction of both parties, and simulate the process of strategy choice based on a system dynamics model, which will increase the prediction accuracy better than traditional game models.

2. Modeling

There are two game stakeholders: enterprise owners and professional managers. In order to study their dynamic evolutionary game process and evolutionary stability strategies, the following assumptions are made:

(1) Bounded rationality: both enterprise owners and professional managers are economic individuals with bounded rationality, which means that they cannot make the optimal decision at the beginning. It requires constant trial and error and learning to find the optimal strategy. The principle for both parties to choose the optimal strategy is to maximize their respective interests according to their needs and circumstances.

(2) Asymmetric game: the enterprise owners and professional managers have different roles with different payoffs. There are two possible strategies for the enterprise owners: they can strengthen supervision and reduce the speculative behaviors of professional managers or let them run the company freely without any supervision. The strategy set can be described as {M, NM} (M: Monitoring; NM: No monitoring). In response, professional managers also have two choices: make a great effort to manage the company or not to make a great effort to manage the company. The strategy set for enterprise owners can be described as {E, NE} (E: Effort; NE: No effort). The strategy of enterprise owners and professional managers is shown in Table 1.

(3) The payoffs of the two parties in the game are directly related to the operation of the enterprise. For example, when professional managers choose the E strategy, regardless of whether the enterprise owners obtain supervision or lack thereof, enterprise owners can obtain extra profit for the company's sound operation. On the contrary, when the professional managers choose the NE strategy and the enterprise owners choose the NM strategy, the owners will suffer losses for the speculative behavior of managers.

(4) Reputation effect of professional managers: when enterprise owners choose the M strategy, if professional managers choose the E strategy, they will gain reputation benefits in the managerial labor market. On the contrary, if professional managers choose the NE strategy, they will suffer a loss of reputation [40].

Based on these assumptions, the payoff matrix of enterprise owners and professional managers is shown in Table 2.

3. Evolutionary Game Analysis

3.1. Evolutionary Stability Strategy. When the enterprise owners and professional managers dynamically adjust their strategies during the game according to the payoffs of different strategies, it is necessary to construct an incomplete information evolutionary game model. If the possibility of the enterprise owners choosing the M strategy is \( x (0 < x < 1) \), the possibility of choosing the NM strategy is \( (1 - x) \). If the possibility of professional managers choosing the E strategy is \( y (0 < y < 1) \), the possibility of choosing the NE strategy is \( (1 - y) \). Based on the payoff matrix (Table 2), the payoffs from the two strategies for enterprise owners are \( \mu_{1m} \) and \( \mu_{1u} \), and the average payoff is \( \overline{\mu}_1 \):

\[
\mu_{1m} = y (R_m - C_m + T) + (1 - y) (R_m - C_m),
\]

\[
\mu_{1u} = y (R_u + T) + (1 - y) (R_u - S),
\]

\[
\overline{\mu}_1 = x\mu_{1m} + (1 - x)\mu_{1u}.
\]

The replicated dynamic function \( f (x) \) of the enterprise owner choosing the M strategy is obtained by combining equations (1) to (3):

\[
f (x) = \frac{dx}{dt} = x (\mu_{1m} - \overline{\mu}_1) = x (1 - x) [y (-S) + R_m - C_m - R_u + S].
\]

The first derivative of equation (4) with respect to \( x \) is

\[
f' (x) = (1 - 2x) [y (-S) + R_m - C_m - R_u + S].
\]

Let \( f (x) = 0 \); there are three equilibrium points for the replication dynamic equation when enterprise owners choose the M strategy: \( x_1 = 0 \), \( x_2 = 1 \), and \( y = y^* = (R_m - C_m - R_u + S)/S \):

(1) If \( y = y^* = (R_m - C_m - R_u + S)/S \), \( f' (x) = 0 \), so if professional managers choose the E strategy at the probability of \( (R_m - C_m - R_u + S)/S \), there is no difference between the payoffs of the two strategies for enterprise owners; in other words, all \( x \) is a stable state.

(2) If \( y > y^* = (R_m - C_m - R_u + S)/S \), \( f' (0) < 0 \), and \( f' (1) > 0 \), then \( x = 0 \) is an evolutionarily stable strategy. If professional managers choose the E strategy at the probability higher than \( (R_m - C_m - R_u + S)/S \), enterprise owners will gradually change from the M strategy to the NM strategy, and then the NM strategy is the evolutionary stability strategy for enterprise owners.
Table 1: The strategy of enterprise owners and professional managers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional managers</th>
<th>Effort (E)</th>
<th>No effort (NE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise owners</td>
<td>Monitoring (M)</td>
<td>Monitoring, effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No monitoring (NM)</td>
<td>(Monitoring, effort)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Payoff matrix of enterprise owners and professional managers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional managers</th>
<th>Effort (E)</th>
<th>No effort (NE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise owners</td>
<td>Monitoring (M)</td>
<td>(R_m - C_m + T, R_d - C_d + F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No monitoring (NM)</td>
<td>(R_d + T, R_d - C_d)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(R_m\) is the income of enterprise owners when they choose the M strategy, which refers to the higher income due to supervision to managers and active participation of company governance, \(R_m \in (0, +\infty)\); \(R_u\) is the income of enterprise owners when they choose the NM strategy, which refers to the lower income due to the lack of supervision to managers and participation of company governance, \(R_u \in (0, R_m)\); \(C_m\) is the cost of enterprise owners for monitoring the professional managers, \(C_m \in (0, R_m)\); \(T\) is the income of enterprise owners because the professional managers make a great effort to manage the company, \(T \in (0, +\infty)\); \(R_i\) is the income of professional managers when they choose the E strategy, which refers to the higher income due to their great efforts to manage the company, \(R_i \in (0, +\infty)\); \(R_i\) is the income of professional managers when they choose the NE strategy, which refers to the lower income due to their lack of efforts to manage the company, \(R_i \in (0, R_d)\); \(C_d\) is the cost of professional managers for making a great effort to manage the company, \(C_d \in (0, R_d)\); \(F\) is the gain of professional managers, which is the reputation gain when the strategy choices are \([M, E]\) and the loss of reputation when the strategy choices are \([NM, NE]\); \(S\) is the loss of professional managers, which is the profit loss suffered by the enterprise owners when the strategy choices are \([NM, NE]\).

\(f'(y) = (1 - 2y)(2Fx + R_d - C_d - R_i)\). (10)

Let \(f(y) = 0\); there are three equilibrium points for the replication dynamic equation when professional managers choose the E strategy: \(y_1 = 0\), \(y_2 = 1\), and \(x = x^* = -(R_d - C_d - R_i)/2F\).

The same method is used to analyze the stable evolution strategy of professional managers. Under different scenarios: \(x = x^* = -(R_d - C_d - R_i)/2F\) and \(x > x^* = -(R_d - C_d - R_i)/2F\), the dynamic evolution paths of the professional manager are shown in Figure 2.

In summary, replication of the dynamic relationship between enterprise owners and professional managers is shown in Figure 3.

3.2 System Stability Analysis. The two replicated dynamic functions \(f(x)\) and \(f(y)\) constitute the dynamic replication system of the principal-agent evolutionary game. There are five partial equilibrium points: \(A(0, 0), B(0, 1), C(1, 0), D(1, 1), \) and \(E = (R_d - C_d - R_i)/2F\), \((R_m - C_m - R_u + S)/S\).

These are the equilibrium states of the evolutionary game, representing the evolutionary stable strategy for both parties. The points can be obtained by partial equilibrium analysis of the determinant and trace of the Jacobian matrix [41]. The Jacobian matrix of the principal-agent evolutionary game is
\[
\begin{align*}
y = y^* &= \frac{R_m - C_m - R_u + S}{S} \\
x = x^* &= -\frac{R_d - C_d - R_i}{2F} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[\frac{dx}{dt} = f(x, y), \quad \frac{dy}{dt} = g(x, y)\]

**Figure 1:** Dynamic evolution path of the enterprise owners.

\[\frac{dy}{dt} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } y = y^* \\ \frac{x - x^*}{2F} & \text{if } x > x^* \end{cases}\]

\[\frac{dx}{dt} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } x = x^* \\ \frac{y - y^*}{2F} & \text{if } y > y^* \end{cases}\]

**Figure 2:** Dynamic evolution path of professional managers.

\[y = y^* = \frac{R_m - C_m - R_u + S}{S}, \quad x = x^* = -\frac{R_d - C_d - R_i}{2F}\]

**Figure 3:** The evolution game of enterprise owners and professional managers.

\[
J = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial f(x)}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial f(x)}{\partial y} \\
\frac{\partial f(y)}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial f(y)}{\partial y}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
(1 - 2x)[y(-S) + R_m - C_m - R_u + S] & x(1 - x)(-S) \\
2Fy(1 - y) & (1 - 2y)(2Fx + R_d - C_d - R_i)
\end{bmatrix}
\] (11)

Thus, the determinant \(\text{Det}(J)\) and trace \(\text{Tr}(J)\) of Jacobian matrix are
If \( \text{Det}(J) > 0 \) and \( \text{Tr}(J) < 0 \), the equilibrium points represent the evolutionarily stable strategy for both parties [42–44], and the determinant and trace of the five equilibrium points \( A, B, C, D, \) and \( E \) as are given in Table 3.

In order to simplify the parameter discussion process, assume that \( V_1 = R_m - C_m - R_u \), which means the difference between the net income of the M strategy \( (R_m - C_m) \) and the income of the NM strategy \( R_u \) for enterprise owners. 

\[
V_2 = R_m - C_m - R_u + S,
\]

which means if the goal of professional managers is inconsistent with the goal of the company, then considering the loss suffered, the difference between the net income of the M strategy \( (R_m - C_m) \) and the income of the NM strategy \( R_u \) for enterprise owners, thus 

\[
V_2 = V_1 + S, V_3 = R_d - C_d - R_u,
\]

which means the difference between the net income of the E strategy \( (R_d - C_d) \) and the income of the NE strategy \( R_u \) for professional managers. 

\[
V_4 = 2F + R_d - C_d - R_u,
\]

which is under the promise of the sound managerial labor market; then considering the effect of gain and loss of reputation, the difference between the net income of the E strategy \( (R_d - C_d) \) and the income of the NE strategy \( R_u \) for professional managers, thus 

\[
V_4 = V_3 + 2F.
\]

The Jacobian matrix could be abbreviated as Table 4.

According to Table 4, the variables of \( V_1, V_2, V_3, V_4 \) are the key determining parameters of the evolutionary stability strategies; there are 18 different scenarios as given in Table 5.

Under the following scenarios: (1) \( V_1 > 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 > 0, V_4 > 0 \) and (2) \( V_1 > 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 > 0 \), the evolutionary stable point is \( D (1, 1) \) and the evolutionary stable strategy is \( [M, E] \) as shown in Figure 4. For enterprise owners, the net income of the M strategy \( (R_m - C_m) \) is greater than the income of the NM strategy \( R_u \). For professional managers, the net income of the E strategy \( (R_d - C_d) \) is greater than the income of the NE strategy \( R_u \). As a rational stakeholder, they will continue to choose the M strategy and the E strategy as their dominant strategies. The stable states of partial equilibrium points for scenarios (1) and (2) are shown in Supplementary Materials Table A1.

Under the following scenarios: (6) \( V_1 < 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 > 0 \), (7) \( V_1 < 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 > 0, V_4 > 0 \), (12) \( V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 > 0 \), and (13) \( V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < 0 \), the evolutionary stable point is \( B (0, 1) \), which means if the goal of professional managers is inconsistent with the goal of the company, then considering the loss suffered, the difference between the net income of the M strategy \( (R_m - C_m) \) and the income of the NM strategy \( R_u \) for professional managers, the net income of the E strategy \( (R_d - C_d) \) is greater than the income of the NE strategy \( R_u \). As a rational stakeholder, they will continue to choose the M strategy and the E strategy as their dominant strategies. The stable states of partial equilibrium points for scenarios (6) and (12) are shown in Supplementary Materials Table A1.

Under the following scenarios: (14) \( V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < 0 \), there are two stable points: \( B (0, 1) \) and \( C (1, 0) \). The evolutionary stable strategies are \( [M, E] \) and \( [N, M, E] \) as shown in Figure 4. For enterprise owners, the net income of the M strategy \( (R_m - C_m) \) is less than the income of the NM strategy \( R_u \), and the reputation gain \( F \) is less than the income of the NE strategy \( R_u \), the stable point is point C (1, 0) and the evolutionary stable strategy is \([M, NE]\) as shown in Figure 6. Take scenario (3) as an example: for enterprise owners, as the net income of the M strategy \( (R_m - C_m) \) is greater than the income of the NE strategy \( R_u \), they will also choose the E strategy even if the owners choose the NM strategy. The stable states of partial equilibrium points for scenario (6), (7), (12), and (13) are shown in Supplementary Materials Table A2.

Under the following scenarios: (3) \( V_1 > 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < 0 \), \( V_3 > 0 \), \( V_4 > 0 \), \( V_1 < 0 \), \( V_2 < 0 \), and (10) \( V_1 < 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < 0 \), the stable point is point C (1, 0) and the evolutionary stable strategy is \([M, NE]\) as shown in Figure 6. Take scenario (3) as an example: for enterprise owners, as the net income of the M strategy \( (R_m - C_m) \) is greater than the income of the NM strategy \( R_u \), they will tend to choose the M strategy in order to maximize their income and avoid loss S. For professional managers, as the net income of the E strategy \( (R_d - C_d) \) is greater than the income of the NE strategy \( R_u \) and the reputation gain of the E strategy \( F \) is less than the income of the E strategy \( R_u \), professional managers tend to choose the NE strategy to maximize the income even at the risk of losing the reputation \( F \). The stable states of partial equilibrium points for scenarios (3) and (4) are shown in Supplementary Materials Table A3.

Under the following scenarios: (18) \( V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < 0 \), the stable point is \( A (0, 0) \) and the evolutionary stable strategy is \([N, M, NE]\) as shown in Figure 7. For enterprise owners, the net income of the M strategy \( (R_m - C_m) \) is less than the income of the NM strategy \( R_u \) and the profit loss \( S \) of the M strategy does not exceed the acceptable range of the owner, so enterprise owners will take the NM strategy as the dominant strategy. For professional managers, the net income of the E strategy \( (R_d - C_d) \) is less than the income of the NE strategy \( R_u \), and the reputation gain \( F \) is less than the income of the E strategy \( R_u \). The incentive policy of enterprises is invalid, and professional managers as rational stakeholders will be more inclined to choose the NE strategy. The stable states of partial equilibrium points for scenario (18) are shown in Supplementary Materials Table A4.

Under the scenario (14) \( V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_4 < 0 \), there are two stable points: \( B (0, 1) \) and \( C (1, 0) \). The evolutionary stable strategies are \([N, M, E]\) and \([M, NE]\) as shown in Figure 8. For enterprise owners, as the net income of the M strategy \( (R_m - C_m) \) is less than the income of the NM strategy \( R_u \), they will take the NM strategy as their dominant strategy. For professional managers, the net income of the E strategy \( (R_d - C_d) \) and the reputation gain \( F \) are higher than the income of the NE
strategy $R_i$; therefore professional managers choose the E strategy. However, with the increase of the possibility of professional managers choosing the E strategy, enterprise owners may turn to the NM strategy in order to avoid costs of supervising $C_m$ and obtain extra profit $T$. At this time, due to the owner’s nonsupervised behavior, the decrease of reputation gain $F$ and the increase of effort cost $C_d$ cause professional managers to change their strategies. The possibility of professional managers choosing the E strategy is closer from 1 to 0. Finally, the two sides achieve evolutionary stability at points B (0, 1) and C (1, 0). The stable states of partial equilibrium points for scenario (14) are shown in Supplementary Material Table A5.

### Table 3: Determinant and trace of partial equilibrium points.

| A (0, 0) | $(R_m - C_m - R_s + S)(R_d - C_d - R_i)$ | $(R_m - C_m - R_s + S)(R_d - C_d - R_i)$ |
| B (0, 1) | $-(R_m - C_m - R_s + S)(R_d - C_d - R_i)$ | $-(R_m - C_m - R_s + S)(R_d - C_d - R_i)$ |
| C (1, 0) | $-(R_m - C_m - R_s + S)(2F + R_d - C_d - R_i)$ | $-(R_m - C_m - R_s - 2F + R_d - C_d - R_i)$ |
| D (1, 1) | $(R_m - C_m - R_s)(2F + R_d - C_d - R_i)$ | $-(R_m - C_m - R_s)(2F + R_d - C_d - R_i)$ |

**Note:** The simplified determinant and trace of partial equilibrium points.

### Table 4: The simplified determinant and trace of partial equilibrium points.

| A (0, 0) | $V_3V_3$ | $V_3 + V_3$ |
| B (0, 1) | $-V_3V_3$ | $V_3 - V_3$ |
| C (1, 0) | $-V_4$ | $-V_2V_4$ |
| D (1, 1) | $V_3V_4$ | $-V_1V_4$ |
| E ($x^*, y^*$) | $V_3V_3V_4/2FS$ | 0 |

### Table 5: Summary of different scenarios.

1. $V_1 > 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 > 0, V_4 > 0$
2. $V_1 > 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 > 0$
3. $V_1 > 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < V_4$
4. $V_1 > 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 > 0, V_4 < V_4$
5. $V_1 > 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < V_4$
6. $V_1 > 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 > 0, V_4 < V_4$
7. $V_1 < 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 > 0, V_4 < V_4$
8. $V_1 < 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < V_4$
9. $V_1 < 0, V_2 > 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < V_4$
10. $V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < V_4$
11. $V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 > V_4$
12. $V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 > 0, V_4 > V_4$
13. $V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 > 0, V_4 < V_4$
14. $V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < V_4$
15. $V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 > V_4$
16. $V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 > 0, V_4 < V_4$
17. $V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 > 0, V_4 > V_4$
18. $V_1 < 0, V_2 < 0, V_3 < 0, V_4 < 0$
managers, the net income of choosing the M strategy or the E strategy is greater than that of the NM strategy or the NE strategy. However, due to the existence of reputation gain and loss $F$ and profit loss $S$, both parties are not convinced their strategy is the optimal strategy and therefore expect to make adjustments according to the other party’s possible strategy as shown in Figure 10. The stable states of partial equilibrium points for scenarios (5), (8), (9), (11), (15), and (16) are shown in Supplementary Material Table A7.

In summary, the evolutionary stable strategies of 18 different scenarios are as given in Table 6.

3.3. Simulation Results. The evolution path of the game is determined by different utility parameters, so it is necessary to verify the results of the game model through dynamic evolutionary simulation [45]. To assess the impact of different factors on the evolution of the strategic choices of the enterprise owners and professional managers, a system dynamics model for the principal-agent was constructed in Vensim PLS. The simulation model is comprised of two main subsystems capable of simulating the strategy choice of enterprise owners and professional managers based on the evolutionary stability strategy analysis. The model consists of 4 level variables, 2 flow variables, 9 external variables, and 16 intermediate variables as shown in Figure 11. The 4 level variables represent the probability that enterprise owners choose the M strategy or NM strategy and the probability that professional managers choose the E or NE strategy. The 2 flow variables represent the change rate of enterprise owners choosing M strategy to NM strategy and the change rate of professional managers choosing NE strategy to E strategy. The 9 external variables correspond to the variables in the payoff matrix as shown in Table 1. The 16 intermediate variables are the payoff and expected payoff of enterprise owners and professional managers choosing different strategies and the difference in the expected payoff. The arrow represents the relationship between different variables.

The time limit of the model is set as follows: INITIAL TIME $= 0$, FINAL TIME $= 20$, TIME STEP $= 1$. Due to it is hard to find a real case for system dynamics simulation, it is better to analyze the system evolution characteristics of the evolutionary game through simulation. Firstly, determine the size relationship between the data according to the

\[
y^* = \frac{R_m - C_m - R_0 + S}{S}
\]

Figure 8: The replication dynamic phase map for scenario (14).

Figure 7: The replication dynamic phase map for scenario (18).

\[
x^* = \frac{R_d - C_d - R_i}{2F}.
\]
assumptions. Secondly, in order to ensure the logic of the parameters and the simplicity of analysis, the value range of the data is determined. Finally, the value is randomly assigned within the value range. The meanings and initial values of each external variable are shown in Table 7.

It was assumed that only one variable changes while the others remain constant in the simulation. The simulation results are as follows.

1. The impact of $R_m$ on the evolutionary results:
   When $R_m$ is increasing and the probability of the enterprise owner choosing the M strategy is increasing, the difference between the expected payoffs of professional managers choosing the E strategy and NE strategy ($\mu_{2, d} - \mu_{3, d}$) was reduced, resulting in professional managers’ hesitation in the process of strategic choices and the probability of choosing the E strategy is decreasing. However, because the expected payoff of the E strategy is still greater than that of the NE strategy, professional managers will eventually choose the E strategy.
   When $R_m$ gradually decreases from the initial value 1.5 to 1.2, the difference between the expected payoffs of choosing the M strategy and NM strategy ($\mu_{1, m} - \mu_{1, u}$) decreases, so the probability of the enterprise owners choosing the M strategy decreases as shown in Figure 12. When $R_m$ decreases to 1.2, the probability of the enterprise owners choosing the M strategy decreases, and owners will choose the NM strategy; then the evolutionary equilibrium point is \{NM, E\}. When $R_m$ gradually increases from the initial value of 1.5 to 1.8, the probability of enterprise owners choosing the M strategy will continue to increase and the evolutionary equilibrium point is \{M, E\}.

2. The impact of $R_u$ on the evolutionary results:
   When $R_u$ increases and the probability of the enterprise owner choosing the M strategy decreases gradually, the difference between the expected payoffs of choosing the E and NE strategy increases; then the probability of professional managers choosing the E strategy will increase unceasingly and finally they will choose the E strategy as shown in Figure 13. When $R_u$ gradually reduced from the initial value of 1.0 to 0.7, the probability of the owner choosing the M strategy is increasing, and eventually they choose the M strategy and the evolutionary equilibrium point is \{M, E\}. When $R_u$ gradually increases to 1.3 and the probability of enterprise owners choosing the M strategy decreases, they finally choose the NM strategy, so the evolutionary equilibrium point is \{NM, E\}.

3. The impact of $C_m$ on the evolutionary results:
   When $C_m$ is increasing and the probability of enterprise owners choosing M is decreasing, which increases the difference between the expected payoffs of the E strategy and NE strategy, the probability of professional managers choosing the E strategy increases with the number of times of simulation as shown in Figure 14.
   When $C_m$ gradually decreases from the initial value of 0.4 to 0.1, the probability of enterprise owners choosing the M strategy is increasing and eventually they choose the M strategy. Then the evolutionary equilibrium point is \{M, E\}. When $C_m$ increases gradually to 0.7, the probability of enterprise owners choosing the M strategy decreases and finally they choose the NM strategy. The evolutionary equilibrium point is \{NM, E\}.

4. The impact of $T$ on the evolutionary results:
   If the professional manager chooses the E strategy, the $T$ will not affect the expected payoffs of the enterprise owners of choosing the M strategy and NM strategy in the simulation model as shown in Figure 15. If the professional manager chooses the E strategy, regardless of the enterprise owners choosing either the M strategy or NM strategy, the enterprise owners can obtain extra profit due to the increase in value. On the contrary, enterprise owners cannot obtain extra profit $T$ if the professional managers choose the NE strategy, so the strategic choices of enterprise owners remain unchanged and the evolutionary equilibrium point is \{M, E\}.

5. The impact of $S$ on the evolutionary results:
   With $S$ increasing, then the enterprise owners are more inclined to choose the M strategy to avoid profit loss. Professional managers will choose the E strategy if expected enterprise owners choose the M strategy.

### Table 6: Summary of the evolutionary stable strategies of 18 scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Evolutionary stable strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) (2)</td>
<td>{M, E}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) (4) (10)</td>
<td>{M, NE}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) (7) (12)(13)</td>
<td>{NM, E}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>{NM, NE}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14)</td>
<td>{NM, E}, {M, NE}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17)</td>
<td>{NM, NE}, {M, NE}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) (8) (9) (11) (15) (16)</td>
<td>No ESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
strategy, so the evolutionary equilibrium point is \{M, E\} as shown in Figure 16.

(6) The impact of $R_d$ on the evolutionary results:

When $R_d$ is increasing, the difference between the expected payoffs of owners choosing the M strategy and NM strategy gradually increases, resulting in enterprise owners’ hesitation in the process of strategy choices and the probability of choosing the M strategy gradually decreases as shown in Figure 17.

However, because the expected payoff of choosing the M strategy is still greater than that of the NM strategy, the enterprise owners will eventually choose the M strategy. When $R_d$ gradually decreases from 0.7 to 0.4, the probability of professional managers choosing the E strategy gradually decreases and eventually they choose the NE strategy; thus the evolutionary equilibrium point is \{M, NE\}. When $R_d$ gradually increases to 1.0 and the probability of professional managers choosing the E strategy

### Table 7: The external variables and initial values of the system dynamics model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Initial value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_m$</td>
<td>The income of the enterprise owner when choosing the M strategy</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_u$</td>
<td>The income of the enterprise owner when choosing the NM strategy</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_m$</td>
<td>The cost of enterprise owners for monitoring the professional managers</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>The income of enterprise owners when professional managers make a great effort to manage the company when the strategy choices are {M, E} or {NM, E}</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>The loss of enterprise owners when the strategy choices are {NM, NE}</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_e$</td>
<td>The income of professional managers when choosing the E strategy</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_i$</td>
<td>The income of professional managers when choosing the NE strategy</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_d$</td>
<td>The cost of professional managers for making a great effort to manage the company</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>The gain of professional managers which is the reputation gain when the strategy choices are {M, E} and the loss when the strategy choices are {M, NE}</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
increases, then professional managers will choose the E strategy and the evolutionary equilibrium point is \{M, E\}.

(7) The impact of \( R_i \) on the evolutionary results:

When \( R_i \) is increasing, the difference between the expected payoffs of the E strategy and NE strategy continues to decrease. Therefore the probability of professional managers choosing the E strategy

---

**Figure 12:** The impact of \( R_m \) on the evolutionary results.

---

**Figure 13:** The impact of \( R_u \) on the evolutionary results.
decreases as shown in Figure 18. However, since the expected payoff of professional managers choosing the E strategy is greater than the expected payoff of choosing the NE strategy, professional managers will still choose the E strategy. In order to avoid the professional managers choosing the NE strategy, enterprise owners will gradually increase the probability of choosing the M strategy and the evolutionary equilibrium point is \([M, E]\).

(8) The impact of \(C_d\) on the evolutionary results:

![Graph showing the impact of \(C_m\) on the evolutionary results.](image)

**Figure 14:** The impact of \(C_m\) on the evolutionary results.

![Graph showing the impact of \(T\) on the evolutionary results.](image)

**Figure 15:** The impact of \(T\) on the evolutionary results.
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Figure 16: The impact of ($S$) on the evolutionary results.
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Figure 17: The impact of $R_d$ on the evolutionary results.
When $C_d$ is increasing, the payoff of choosing the M strategy is greater than that of the NM strategy for enterprise owners, and in order to avoid the professional managers choosing the NE strategy, they will gradually increase the probability of the M strategy and eventually choose the M strategy as shown in Figure 19. When $C_d$ decreases from 0.4 to 0.1, the probability of professional managers choosing the E strategy increases continuously and finally they choose the E strategy, and the evolutionary equilibrium point is {M, E}. When $C_d$ gradually rises to 0.7, the probability of professional managers choosing the NE strategy gradually increases and finally they choose the NE strategy, and the evolutionary equilibrium point is {M, NE}.

(9) The impact of $F$ on the evolutionary results:

When $F$ is increasing, professional managers will be more inclined to choose the E strategy. As the difference between the expected payoffs of enterprise owners choosing the M strategy and NM strategy decreases gradually, resulting in the hesitation of enterprise owners in the process of strategy choices, the probability of choosing the M strategy is gradually decreasing in each simulation as shown in Figure 19. However, because the expected payoff of choosing the M strategy is still greater than that of the NM strategy, the enterprise owners will eventually choose the M strategy, and the evolutionary equilibrium point is {M, E}.

In summary, the impact of evolutionary variables on the strategy choices of enterprise owners and professional managers is shown in Table 8.

### 4. Discussion

Based on the perspective of dynamic evolutionary game theory, the authors constructed a dynamic evolutionary game model of strategy choice between enterprise owners and professional managers, explored the strategic choice behavior and evolutionary path of enterprise owners and professional managers in 18 situations, discussed the strategic choices and evolution path of different scenarios, and simulated the sensitivity of evolutionary parameters. The paper shows that, as a bounded rational stakeholder, the main decisive factor of making choices for both the principal (enterprise owners) and the agent (professional managers) under the asymmetric information scenario is their expected payoffs.

The dynamic simulation analysis shows that the strategic choices of enterprise owners and professional managers have the following characteristics: The probability of strategy choice set {M, E} will increase with the profit of M and E strategy and decrease with that of the NM and NE strategy. An increase in cooperation costs will improve the probability of strategy choice set {NM, NE}, but the change of extra profit $T$ of enterprise owners does not affect the evolutionary results. In addition, high reputation gain or loss $F$ will increase the probability of professional managers choosing the E strategy.

Therefore, the key to improving the relationship of principal and agent is perfecting the incentive-compatibility mechanism, such as increasing the payoff if both parties choose to cooperate, changing the preferences of individuals during the decision-making process [46]. In addition, information asymmetry will lead to adverse selection by both parties. Therefore, it is necessary to further improve the managerial labor market for reduced information asymmetry and promote long-term effective cooperation between the two parties.

Firstly, there is obvious asymmetric information between the professional managers and the enterprise owners, which is the root cause of the principal-agent problem [47]. The factor endowment and information channel of professional managers are better than those of enterprise owners [48], so they have obvious information advantages. Due to limited access to information, the principal cannot collect all the information about efforts of their agents and design an effective incentive contract. Therefore, enterprises need to create an effective information transmission mechanism to improve transmission ability and solve the information asymmetry problem.

Secondly, improve the income of cooperation and reduce that of speculation. The simulation analysis shows that the probability of both sides choosing a strategy is positively related to the payoff of the strategy. Therefore, the enterprise should introduce the performance commission reward which is related to the manager’s long-term benefit of the enterprise and establish an incentive mechanism through stocks to bind the interests of both parties [49]. In addition, the income of speculation can be reduced by strengthening corporate governance, improving internal control system, and establishing strict supervision and whistle-blowing mechanisms.

Thirdly, reduce the cost of cooperation. The probability of both sides choosing cooperation is inversely proportional to the costs of monitoring or making an effort [50]. Therefore, enterprises should ensure the legitimate and transparency operation to reduce the costs of professional managers. In addition, owners should trust professional managers and create an environment to help them work conscientiously to maximize the value of the company [51].

Fourthly, standardize the managerial labor market and expand the impact of reputation gains and losses. The reputation gain with a nonmonetary incentive is beneficial to promote professional managers to work conscientiously. In addition, the increase of reputation loss can increase the speculative risk and restrain the speculative behavior of professional managers [52]. The managerial labor market should be constantly standardized by establishing and improving integrity policies, increasing punishment for breach of faith, and maintaining the punishment of speculation.

Fifthly, improve principal-agent cooperation by the principal’s appropriate supervision. On the one hand, the strategy choices of the professional managers depend on the probability of the enterprise owners’ choices. On the other hand, professional managers will suffer the loss of reputation if the owners choose to supervise, which will increase their
speculative costs and prevent speculative behaviors [53]. The higher the supervision cost the owners pay, the greater the possibility of professional managers choosing to work conscientiously. Therefore, enterprise owners should improve supervision input and implement effective supervision measures to prompt professional managers to work...
conscientiously. However, enterprise owners should adopt appropriate supervision regularly, since the supervision does not always have a positive effect on the results of cooperation.

In summary, the principal-agent cooperation of enterprises needs proper supervision and guidance with incentive for the company to maximize its value [54]. The key is to design an incentive and restraint mechanism which can not only induce various stakeholders to choose correct choices but also effectively standardize the behavior of professional managers. In addition to the conventional incentive methods such as equity incentive and performance remuneration, the establishment of agent reputation and promotion mechanisms is also an effective way to improve the principal-agent relationship [55]. Furthermore, standardization of the managerial labor market and increasing the impact of reputation gains and losses are necessary to promote cooperation and achieve win-win results.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the authors focused on the characteristics of the decision-making behaviors between enterprise owners and professional managers, analyzed the principal-agent problem between enterprise owners and professional managers using system dynamics, evolutionary game and principal-agent theory, discussed the evolution of both parties’ strategic behaviors under 18 different scenarios, simulated the impacts of different factors on strategy selection and behavioral evolution, and provided a theoretical basis for resolving the principal-agent problem.

The keys to solving the principal-agent problem and improving the corporate governance are changing the expected payoffs of different strategy choices and the asymmetric status. The targeted suggestions for the principal-agent problem can conclude as follows: Firstly, improve internal information channels and design transmission mechanisms to eliminate the influence of information...
asymmetry between the principal and agent, which is a precondition for improving the principal-agent relationship. Secondly, increase profit and reduce the cost to increase the profit of cooperation through compliance and mutual trust. Thirdly, standardize the managerial labor market and expand the impact of reputation gains and losses to encourage professional managers to work conscientiously. Fourthly, use monetary and nonmonetary incentives and increase the intensity of punishment to promote the consistency of the goals of principal and agent. Fifthly, adopt appropriate supervision of enterprise owners to improve the outcome of principal-agent cooperation, which should consider the impact of differences in expected payoffs of different strategies.

The results of this paper are important for the ongoing efforts to improve the principal-agent relationship. However, as we mainly focus on the conflict of interests and the characteristics of strategic choices between the principal and agent, the company’s profit is not connected with the payoff function of the individuals. Therefore, further studies are necessary to associate the payoff of the stakeholders with company’s profit for more accurate modeling and consider additional scenarios in the simulation analysis.
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